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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to assess relationships among cogni-

tive sty1e, cross-modal transfer and reading ability. The specific

questíons under investigation are:

1. WiLl rernedial (retarded) readers score lower in Auditory-Visual and
:

Visual-Auditory cross-modal tasks than normal readers?

2. hlil1 cognitive style (Field-dependence-independence; dimension) affect

performance in cross-moda1 tasks? That is, will field-dependent

children show deficiencies in Visual-Auditory and Auditory-Visual

integration ability?

Recently, íncreasing attention has been paid to retarded readers

who, despite apparently adequate faculties and conventional instruction,

do not acquire adequate reading skills. Benton (1962) defines specífic

dyslexias, whether developmental or acquired, simply as 'rthose which

cannot be dismissed as being partial expressions of a more pervasive

dÍsabi1ity", such as generalized language impairment or menËal retarda-

tion. Money (L962) also noted that "Lhere is a growing body of medical

opinion that some cases of reading failure represent not poor instruction;

not a dearth of motivation from an impoveiished, illiterate family and

neighborhood; and noÈ ocular disabilíty (Money, 1962, p, 12).,,

Readíng disabilities have come to be defined primarily by exclu-

slon trhile questlons regarding the Ídentification of deficÍent processes

which mfght mediate the fallure to develop reading sk1l1s have remained

essent ia1. 1y unanswered .
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Cross-modal behavior has begu.n to be viewed as an area of possible

måjor significance ín the learning difficulty of retarded readers (Beery,

L967; Birch & Belmont, 1964, L965;Katz & Deutsch, L963; Meuhl & Kremen-

âk, L966; Sterritt & Rudnick, 1969; Blank & Bridger, L966; Rudnick,

Sterritt & Flax, 1967; Senf, 1969; Senf & Feshback, 1970; Senf & Freundl,

L97L; Vande Voort, 1972). This tern refers to a wide variety of tasks

¡rhích involve the presentation to the subject of information by means of

two or more sensory modalities (e.g., visual, auditory' tactual, etc.).

The child has to use the information acquíred through one sensory modal-

fty (e.g., vision) in solving problems presented to another modality

(e.g., hearing). For example, a typical cross-modal task the child has

to determine which visual dot pattern (e.g., /.../.. ./.. ..) corresponds

to an auditory sequence (e.g., tap, taP -- long pause -- tap, taP)

(Birch & Belmont, L964).

Ithile such tasks are in some ways analogous to the reading process,

the exact nature of the relationship between reading retardation and

cross-modal learning has not been determined. Because of the concept of

perceptual dysfunctioning in reading retardation (BenEon, 1962), however,

poor cross-modal learning has generally been viewed as stermning from a

basic deficiency Ín intersensory perception.

Recent !ùork on the memory and aLEentional functioning of retarded

readers (Senf, 1969; Senf & Freundl, 1971) suggests that immediate mem-

ory rnight be a crltical factor in Birchrs Auditory-Visual matchlng

paradigm. The initial stinnrlus pattern may be less well remembered for

comparison wiËh the second paÈtern by retarded qeaders. However, Èhe

study of Vande Voort, eÈ al . (1972) showed thaÈ short-term memory dfd not
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explain Èhe retarded readerst inferfor performance. Even when the

audttory and vísual patterns vrere slr¡rltaneously avaílab1e for matching,

the retarded readers performed more poorly. The experimenters suggest

that deficiencies in Èhe encoding processes where complex stirnrlus con-

flgurations are involved could account for the inferior performance of

the retarded readers.

Blank et al. (1971), after studying the dífferences in reaction

tíme between retarded and normal readers, suggest that failure in adopt-

ing the appropriate set (í.e., ígnoring the attraction of perceptual

characteristics) can be attributed to retarded readerst poor performance

in cross-modal tasks.

This suggestion mfght contribute to retarded readers t cogniËive

style as manifested ín a given perceptual task. Cognitive styles are

defined by the characteristic, self-consistent modes of functÍoning

nhich individuals show in their perceptual and intellectual (Ëhat is,

cognitive).activities. These cognitive styles are manifestations in the

cognitive sphere of sËil1 broader dimensíons of personal functioning

which cut across diverse psychological areas (llitkin, et al", I97I),

Clements and Peters (1962) suggest that pervasive, perceptual disorgani-

zation may,underlie the emotional liabiliÈy, ímpu1sívity, and distracti-

bility often associated with learning problems. These authors ÍmplicaEe

perceptual functions Ínvolving ability rtto receive, ho1d, scan, and

selectively screen ouË sti¡m:1i fn sequential order"- (p. 2I). Such func-

tlons appear related to the cluster of perceptual and cognÍÈive charact-

erfstics descrlbed by H.A. tlftkin and his colleagues under the fleld-

èpendence-lndependence construct (l,Iltkln et al., L962) and to lnvolve



reflection-impulsivity as proposed by J. Kagan and hís co-workers

(re64).

Fteld dependence-independence describes characteristic ways in

which individuals organize their perceptual wor1d. Field-independence

refers to a perceptual style which is analytic, differentiated, and
I

which rtreflects ability to overcome the influence of an enbedding con-
ì

text (lüitkin, et 41. , I962)tt" Field-dependence ref ers 
,ao 

. more diffuse,

less differentiated perceptual mode. Stated simply, til. field-dependent

Person is strongly influenced by global aspects of his iperceptual world;

the field-independent person is better able to perceive and utilize

discrete elements of the fietd, is less influenced by overall character-

istics of the background, Ís better at tasks which require identification

of sti¡m¡1i surroundings embedded in complex backgrounds. Field-dependence-

índependence is considered to be the perceptual expression of a more

generalized dimension of individual differences, the g1oba1-analytic

cognitive style. Field-independent persons are primarily analytic, field-

dependent persons primarily g1oba1, in the perceptual and cognitive

strategies they bring to problem-solving situations.

Reflection-impulsivity, as proposed by Kagan, refers to the tenden-

cy to reflect over alternative soluLions or classifications in whích

several response alternatives are available sinn:ltaneously (Kagan et al.,

L964). The reflecÈive child is able to delay irrnediaËe response and to

consÍder other possible solutions or choices; the impulsive child

responds with the first possible answer or choice. Reflectlon and Ëhe

ability to dffferentiate relevant from irrelevant aspects of a stlnn¡lus

have been shown to be maJor contrlbutors to the production of analytic



concepts (Kagan et a1., 7964). A1Èhough relationships of field-depend-

ence-independence and reflection-impulsivity are not entirely clear,

asPects of both involve styles of analysis of a stirulus complex. Both

have relevance to the perceptual and cognitive characteristics of child-

ren with learning problems

Styles of perceptual and cognitíve organization have implÍcations

for educational programs, in that most school learning tasks require

analysis and organízation of stimrli. I^Iitkin( L973) contends that 'rthe

individual who, in perception, cannot keep an iËem separate from Ëhe

surrounding field is also likely to have difficulty wiËh the kind of

problem that requires taking some critical element out of the context in

which it is presented...(p. 6)". Dickstein (196s) also demonstrated

that field-independent subjects were better able to analyze the stirmrlus

complex and ignore the írrelevant dímension than field-dependent subjects.

.Research 
on readíng shows that cogniËive style does appear related

to reading abílÍty. That is, children with reading difficulties tend to

be fíe1d-dependent (Robbins, 1962; sruart, Lg67; severson, 1962; Keogh &

Denlon, 1972; Bruinkinks, 1969; llineman, r97r). However, the relatíon-

shÍps among cognitive style, cross-moda1 transfer and reading ability

have not. been reported. In this sense, the present study is an explora-

tory one.

rn Èhe following chapter, the role of perception (audítory and

visual) as it relates to readíng ability fs reviewed Ín detail. Also

lncluded ln Chapter II is an overvlew of theory and ¡esearch pertaining

to the cognltlve sÈyle (field-dependence-independence) dlmenslon.

chapter rrr contalns a descriptlon of the experimental deslgn and



of the methods ernployed in the collection of data, and ChapEer W the

resulEs of the investigation. Chapter V contains discussions about the

results of the study. Practical Ímplications of the major findings are

also discussed in Chapter V, and suggestion for future research are

set forth.



CHAPTER II

REVIEI.J OF REIATED RESEARCH

Cross-modal Integration and Reading Abilitv

In the past half century, atÈention has been directed to percept,-

ua1 and cognitive factors that are related to reading retardation"

Bronner (1917 ) attempted to relaËe vísuo-perceptÍve ski1ls to reading

proficiency, although she dealt with only a few cases. Monroe (1932)

reported that retarded readers differed from unselected first grade con-

trols on tests both of auditory discrimination and of the ability to

associate auditory and visual symbols. It should be noted, however, that

her control group (normal readers) was ten points higher in mean IQ.

Goins (1958) found a significant correlation between visuoperceptive

skills and intelligence among the first graders. Lachman (1960) found

that on the Bender Gestalt Test, retarded readers (aged 8-10 to 9-11)

performed more poorly Ëhan either an age-matched group of normal chÍldren

or a group of emotionally disturbed children. trrlhen he compared three

símilar groups of older children (aged 10-0 to 10-11), however, he found

that the Bender Gestalt performance did noË differ between the emotion-

ally disturbed and dyslexic groups, though both groups made significantly

more errors than did normal Ss. Lachmanrs evidence is countered by that

of l"falmquist (1958), who found no relaÈionship between visual perceptual

ability and reading skills among firsÈ graders.

The relationship between auditory discrimination and reading skil1s

has also been investigaÈed. trIepman (1962) selecÈed a sample of flrst

and second grade Ss who showed poor auditory discrimlnatton. He found



that this group of children was also significantly deficient in reading

skllls. Ho¡¿ever, he did not suggest Ehat poor auditory discrimination

1s the sole cauée of reading retardation. He noEed that I'similar diffi-

culties in readíng are now being found in children with adequate auditory

discrimination but inadequate development of prereading visual ski1ls

(I{eprnan , 1962, p. 184)".

The evidence indicates that while visual and auditory perceptual

deficiÈs may account for some instances of deficient reading skills,

these deficiencies alone cannot account for the majority of the cases of

reading ret.ardation.

Recently, in the study of reading retardation more attention has

been direcLed to the role of higher-1eve1 processes, in situations where

stiulli are presented sirm:ltaneously or alternately to both auditory and

visual modalities" Birch and Belmont (L964) hypothesized that "one among

the several possible causes for subnormality in learning to read could

be a primary inadequacy in the ability to integrate visual and auditory

stímuli (p. 853)". This noÈion was based on an earlier study by Birch

and Lefford (1963) which investigated the hypothesis that intersensory

integrative functions develop through childhood. Intersensory integra-

tion was defined by Birch and Lefford as the process of recognízing the

equivalence of stÍruu1i arriving from tv¿o different sensory modalities

(e.g., visual, audftory). Accordingly, their test of intersensory inte-

gration involved the matching of stimulus patterns received from two

differenÈ senses. They found that older Ss performed more adequaEely on

such a test than dld younger ones, and concluded that. r'lnEersensory lnte-

gratlonrr fs a developmental skl11.
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Blrch and Belmont (1964, L965) suggest that the ab11Íty to maÈch

or fntegrate stirûu1i across sensory modalities might also relate to the

development of reading skilIs. They specifically singled out the inte-

graÈíon of visual and auditory stiunrli as being particularly important

ín this regard. In an attempt to assess the relationship of intersensory
I

fntegration to reading skil1s among grade school children selected with-
i

out regard to reading level, they used a task in which subjects were
I

exposed to patterns of pencil taps with short intervals of.5 second and
I

long íntervals of I second between taps. The Ss were leguired to choose

from among three patterns of dots presented on 5 x I inch cards the one

that represenËed the visual equivalent of the pattern of auditory pencil

taps. The investigators found that the ability to match an auditory

pattern of pencil taps to a visual configuration of dots increased with

age throughout elementary school. It rùas also noted that among first

graders, task performance was more highly correlated r"rith reading pro-

ficiency test results than wíth IQ scores. The authors suggested that

their findings supported the notion set forth earlier by Birch and

Lefford (1963) that an I'intersensory integrative functiontt develops with

age (at Least through Èhe elementary school years), and that development

of this function is related to the abiliÈy to read.

In an earlier study, Birch and Belmont (L964) applÍed the same

audiovisual matching task to a clinical population of 150 boys whose

reading scores were fn the lowest decile on aÈ Least three of four readlng

tests. The same task was administered to a control'group of normal

readers maËched for age and sex. As the authors predicted, the mean

number of correct responses for the group of retarded readers hlas slgnf-
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ficantly below that of the control group. These results wêre confounded

by the effects of intelligence, however, in that there r.ras a significanE

dÍfference (p <.001) between the mean lQ of the group of retarded read-

ers and the mean IQ of the control group. Recognizing that the rtlevel

of auditory-visual integrative proficiency was positively related to

intellectual level" (Birch & BelmonÈ, 1964, p. 301), the authors attempEed

to minimize the IQ difference by post hoc elimination of Ss with IQ

scores below 100. This was reported as beÍ-ng ineffective in eliminating

the IQ difference, however, making interpretation of these data tenuous.

There are other dÍfficutties in the Birch and Belmont (1964,1965)

conclusion that their results reflect differences in the ability to

íntegrate stiunrli from Èwo sensory modalities. Their matching task re-

quires skills other than intersensory inËegratíon. For example, Sterritt

and Rudnick (1966), Rudnick, Sterritt, and Flax (L967), and Blank and

Bridger (L966), have suggested that on the Birch and BelmonË task not

only narst a S integrate auditory and visual stirm¡li but he umst also

match temporal sÈinn¡1i to spatial ones. The visual-temporal/visual-spat-

ial natching task which these researchers introduced to separate temporal-

spatial effects from cross-modal effects has not been found to be con-

sistently related to reading skills, however.

Further research has used different forms of temporal and spatial

matching to find which aspects of these tasks are most closely correlated

with reading. There is some evidence that matching temporal patterns

r¡fthin one modality is at least as strongly correláted with reading as

cross-modal matching (Bryden, 1972).
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One general críticÍsm of all these studles comes from the obser-

vation by Kahn and Birch (1968) stating that children were using differ'

ent strategies to perform the maËchíng task. AbouE half of them qrere

Itcountíngtr the groups of taps, while the remainder seemed to be using

vísua1, auditory, or proprioceptive memory. This implies that different

abilities are being tested according Ëo S rs strategy.

Recently, Gregory and Gregory (L973) have devised a ne$r test using

temporal patterns similar in form to lvforse code, with long or shorË

stirulli separated by gaps of constant duration (e.8. , 
- -)"

They gave tvro auditory-visual integraÊion tesËs (one developed basically

by Birch, the other used Morse-type sËisuli) to 86 children from 6 to 11

year-olds. The children r,rere also given tesËs of nonverbal intelligence,

reading ability, and vocabulary. I^Iith age and intelligence partialled

out, the Morse Form of the test significantly more highly correlated

(r = .50, p (.01) wíth reading ability than the Birch test (r = .25,

p <.05). Most of the older children (over 8 years.9 months) were asked

about the strategy they had used for matching the comparÍsons. For the

BÍrch test, 50 per cent reporËed |tcounting", 25 per cent reported "sound-

ing'r the stiurulus to themselves and about 15 per cent reported'rtappingr'.

For the Morse tesË only 20 per cent of the children reported using

ttcountingrt, about 40 per cent reported trsoundingtr and 30 per cent tttap-

pingtt. The above average readers tended Èo report a sounding method for

the Morse test and I'counEingil for the Birch tesE. Gregory and Gregory

(1973) concluded that:

appear to use some form of countfng
Èest, suggestlng thaE 1t fs not pro-

A high percentage of children
Btrategy when performlng thls
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viding a direct measure of audítory-visual matching, and this rnay
¡¡ell be the reason for the low correlation with reading. The
l'lorse form of the test has a higher correlation with reading abil-
ity, and reports on strategy show that far fevrer children are using
a counting or verbal straEegy and more are sounding the pattern to
themselves. ThÍs suggests that the Morse test provides a much more
direct measure of auditory-visual matching abiliÈy, and the strong
correlation with reading supports the idea that thÍs ability is one
of the important ski11s underlying the development of reading
(p.1066)

For the present study, the Morse form of the auditory -visual test

is used

of a visual sËimulus as

tory alternatives (V-A

one additional question of interest is whether the presentation
I

a standard to be matched by a choice among audi*

method of presentation) would yield findings com-

parable to those results from the method of presentation utilized origin-

stimuli initiate the matchingally by Birch (A-V roethod). Since visual

process, visual-auditory procedures appear to be more sÍmilar to the

process involved in reading.

Beery (1967) used A-v, v-A resr ro 15 children of normal intelli-
gence wíth specÍfic reading disabilíty and an equal number of control

subjects matched for IQ, sex, and

would discriminaËe between normal

age" She hypothesized that V-A task

and retarded readers to a greater de-

gree than Ëhe A-v task itself. However, her findings show that the

performance difference between retarded readers and control Ss on a V-A

task v¡ere very símilar to Ehose on an A-V task. This suggests retarded

readers show inferior performance both on A-v and V-A tasks.

After studying the relationship among readí4g achÍevement, reading

readiness and the ability to maÈch within and between the vfsual and

audftory sensory modallries (v-v, A-v, v-4, A-A) with 10g ffrsË grade
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children Kremenak (1965) concluded that the ability to match V-A and A-V

was significantly related to later reading. Her results also indicated

that sensory matching Èasks díffered in difficulty in the following

order from easiest to most difficult: V-V, V-4, A-V, and A-4. The V-V

matching task was símple for all Ss of the beginning readÍng age whereas

the A-A task was difficult for most. Of the cross-modal tasks (V-4,

A-V) A-V tended Ëo be more difficult and A-V was more (r = .40) related

to reading ability than V-A (r = .30).

Blank et a1. (1971), using an intramodal paradigm involving a

"simplel and a "complexr?visual stirnrlus, found that 20 retarded third-

grade readers had significantly longer reaction time than 20 normal thírd

grade readers. This finding implies that one cannot attribute poor

cross-modal performance simply to deficiencies in cross-moda1 perception.

One of the possible reasons explaining the poor cross-modal performance

of retarded readers could be that retarded readers have difficulty in

shifting attention from one stirmrlus to another due to their failure Ín

adopting the appropriate set to Ëhe situation (i.e., ignoring therrattrac-

tiontr of the perceptual characteristics in a perceptual task).

This assumption might account for. the retarded readersr cognítive

style as it is manÍfested in a given perceptual task.

In the following secÈion, a brief review of one theory of cogni-

tÍve style specifically Èhat concerned wiÈh the fíeld-dependence-independ-

ence dimension as developed particularly by l,Iitkin and his co-v¡orkers

(1962) and its relevance to readÍng will be presented.
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The Field-Dependence- lndependence Dimension

Recent work in the area of perception and cognition, has suggest-

ed the fact thaÈ people adopt stable and consistent modes of functioning

which are manifested across a broad range of perceptual and intellectual

activity as well as personalíty. This consistency across area is what

is generally referred to as I'cognitive styleil 
I

Although the field dependent-field independent cognitive style

dimension identified by l{itkin and his co-workers was originally thought

of as a perceptual style, it has no$/ come to be conceptualízed as one

manifestation of a person ts general tendency to articulate and structure

experience in a ?tglobaltt versus an rranalyticrt fashion...a tendency whÍch

rlpervades the individual ts perceptual, inte1lectual, emotional, motiva-

tion, defensive, and socíal operationstr(lÍitkin et al., 1962, p. 4),

I,Iitkin (1962) described

Sitting in a tilted chair with a markedly tilted experimental room,
with room and chair aligned, they (field dependent persons) are
1ikely to experience themselves as upright. Their judgments under
these circumstances are thus apt to be very inaccurate. However,
the very tendency reflected by this way of performing, to be guided
by the axes of the surroundíng visual field rather than by sensatÍon
from within the body, causes these people to be highly accurate in
determining body position in a centrifuge type of situation, where
the experimental room in which they are seated is upright, and the
body is pulled to one side by a strong centrifugal force. They are
apt to experience themselves as appreciably shorter than they
rea1ly are. I^Ihen asked to draw a person, the f igures they produce
are 1íke1y Èo show few characteristics of masculinity or femininity.

These people are likely to change their stated views on a partic-
ular social issue in the directÍon of the attitudes of an authority.
They are also particularly aEtentive to the faces of those around
them and, as a result, tend to be better than relatively field-
independent persons at recognizing people they have seen only briefly
before .on the whole, they favor occupations that ínvolve con-
tact !üith people and that are popular w1Ëhin their group.

the tesEs usually employed by the l{itkin group to assess the
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lndividual's mode of functioning in the percePtual area are the Body-

Adjustment-Test (BAT), the Rod-and-Frame-Test (RFT), and the Eurbedded

Figures Test (EFT). In the BAT, the subject is seated on a tilted chair

in a tilted room and is asked to adjust his body to an uPrisht position.

In the RFT, the subject sits in a darkened room facing a luminous rod

and frame, both of which are tilted. His task is to adjusË the rod to
I

the true vertical. ¡n the EFT, the subject is asked to locate simple
I

geometric figures which are embedded in a series of complex geometric

designs.

These tests require in connnon the ability Ëo keep an item (body,

rod, or simple figure) ísolated from rrcompelling background forcestl

(!ùitkin et al., 1962). Persons who perform well on these tests are said

to be "fie1d-independentrtwhile those who have difficulty in separating

ítems from the embedding field are said to be "field-dependentrf. Although

people become more field-independent with age (up to about fifteen years

of age), Ëheir mode of field approach remains quite stable over long

periods of time (I^Iitkin, Goodenough, & Karp, L967). Cognitive style

should be considered as índividual differences in style of adaptation but

not limitations or superiority of the individualrs adaptive capacity. It

is an indication of divergent directions of psychological development and

preferred modes of perceiving (I^Iitkin et a1., 1962). This orientation

ímplies that people who differ in their performance on fíeId-dependent

fndependent tests (such as the Rod-and-Frame Test, Embedded Figures TesË,

etc.) differ in the very direction of development of their personalities,

ln the v/ay they prefer to deal wíth life situations, in thelr strategy

for lfving.
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People who perceive in a relaEively field-dependent manner in the

battery of perceptual tests devised by the trlitkin group show the same

tendency in many other percepEual, cognitive, and social situations as

r¡ell. For example, significant relationships between field-índependence

and a variety of intelligence tests have been reported in numerous stud-

ies with adults (e.g., Dubois & Cohen , I97O; Elliott, 1961; I.Iachtel,

I97L), and wiËh children (Campbell & Douglas , Ig72; Corah, Lg65; Pedersen

& Wender, 1968).

Dickstein (1968) found that field-independence was related to con-

cept attainment in a task containing a number of irrelevant perceptual

attributes. He suggests that field-independent persons are better able

to analyze the stimulus complex and ignore irrelevant dimensions Ëhan are

field-dependent subjects.

Because of the relationship found between performance on perceptual

and intellectual tests, hlitkin has concluded that the trait "field-inde-

pendence" is not limited to perception but might be ínterpreted as a more

general capacity to structure experience in an articulated fashion. He

states:

l,Ie have adopted the term ranalyticr field approach for the style of
functioning represented in both the perceptual and intellectual be-
havior of an individual which involves the ready ability to overcome
an embedding context and to experience items as discrete from the
ffeld in which they are conrained (I^Iitkin er al., L962, p. 80).

hr conÈrast persons who lack this capacíty are said to experience

their surroundings in a relatively "globalrr and diffuse manner, passively

conforming to the lnf luence of the prevaÍling field or contekt. t^Iitkin

(1962 ) contends that early 1n development, lndlvidualsr experience of the
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body-field matrix is essentially globa1, and during development becomes

progressively more articulated so that body, se1f, and objects in general

are experienced as segregaÈed. Segregation, or analysis, and with its

structuring of experience - of what is outside and of what is inside - are

manÍfestations of developed psychological differentiations. Development

toward greater dÍfferentiation is manifested in the form of controls and

defenses for the channelling of impulses from early life. In this sense,

the individual differences in pace of progress toward greater different-

iation come from differences in patterns of conÈributions made to

development of constitutional characteristics and by particular life

experiences. As children gror,r older they tend to become rnore differenti-

ated. However, v/e may expect that at any age level, children would differ

in extent of differentiations and that greater or more limited different-

iations would be manÍfested in a given child in each of the indicator

areas, although in varying degrees.

The bulk of research shows a positive correlation between character-

istics of child rearing and field-dependence-independence (Dyk, 1969; Dyk

& trlitkin, 1965; I,litkin et al. , 1962). Cross-cu1tura1 studies also indic-

ate thaË development by a more field-dependent or field-independent cog-

nitive sÈyle is related to socialization experience (Berry, 1966, Dawson,

1971 ) .

Cognitive Stvle and Reading Ability

Research related to cognitive style and readíng ability is sparse.

Fiebert (L967 ) has reported a 1ow-1eve1 relationship between field-independ-

ence and readlng ability for deaf girls, but not for deaf boys. Stuartrs
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(1967 ) results with normal children also suggest that increased field-

lndependence may be associated v/ith better reading ski1ls. He used

I{itkinrs Embedded Figures Test with 83 (47 conÈrol subjects and 36

retarded readers) 7th and 8th graders. He suggested that idenÈification

of individual perceptual styles before reading instruction is initiated

might be useful for planning. His suggestion is consistent with l^Iitkinrs

(1973) conclusion that educators should provide specific teaching methods

specifíca1ly attuned to the student's cognitive style (field-dependence

or field-independence) for improving his learning progress. For example,

Spitler (1970) has spelled out alternative methods of teaching mathematics

to uore field-dependenË and more field-independent students, each method

exploÍting the cognítive style of the student for whom Ít is inÈended.

Recently, trlineman (1971) studied the relatíonship between reading

ability and cognitive style (measured by trrlitkinrs human figure drawing

test) wiÊh 270 elementary school students (Grades 4-6). His results also

suggests that field-independent children are more advanced in reading

ability than field-dependent children.

WÍ11 field-dependent children show deficiencies in cross-modal

Íntegration ability? If so, could the retarded readers I inferior perform-

ance in cross-modal tasks be attributed to their cognitive sËyle? It

seems to be worthwhile to sËudy these broad questions. It could also be

helpful in planning instructional method in reading for elementary

students.

Hvpotheses

In vfew of Èhe researches revfewed, the following hypotheses are
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therefore basic to the present study. Since the previous researches have

sho¡^m that retarded readers are generally poor on cross-modal tasks, it

is expected that retarded readers wíll show poor ability on audÍtory-

vÍsua1, visual-auditory cross-moda1 tasks than normal readers.

The previous researches suggested that field-independent subjects

generally out-perform field-dependent subjects on the problem-solving

tasks. Accordingly, it is expected that field-dependent readers will

show poorer ability in audÍtory-visual, vÍsual-auditory cross-modal tasks

than field-independent readers.

SÍnce both reading level and cognitive style are expected to

influence the perfornance of the cross-moda1 tasks there may be the sig-

nificant interaction effect betv¡een readíng 1eve1 and cognitive style.

Specific hypotheses âre as follows:

1. Retarded readers will score lower on auditory-visua1, visual-auditory

cross-modal tasks than normal readers.

2. Field-dependent readers will score lower in auditory-visua1, visual-

auditory cross-moda1 tasks than field-independent readers.

3. The ir^teraction effect beËween cognitive style and reading level will

be significant.
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METHOD

Sub iects

Reading-retarded Ss were selected from two schools in trIinnipeg,

Manitoba. Students from these two schools were generally from middle-

class homes. From these two schools, 18 subjects (10 rua1e, B female Ês)

were selected using the following criteria: (a) rQ was above 90 as

measured by stanford-Binet Intelligence Test Form T.-M, 1969; (b) Reading

grade leve1 (measured by Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test Primary Form C,

1965) falls one and one-half Ëo two years or more behind either his grade

placement or the appropriate grade level for his chronological age

(adopted from Rabinovitch, et al., 1954; Miller et al., L957); (c) Multi-

lingual Ss and Ss with knovrn gross neurological sensory or emotional

problems were elimÍnated (judged through teachersr observation and cournents);

and (d) the age range 9-0to 10-11 (grades 4 and 5) was used.

The resulting sample of 18 retarded readers had a mean chronological

age of 720.3 months (SO = 6,737), a mean Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test

rQ 108. 78 (sD = 7.216) and a mean Reading Grade Level 2.89 (sD = .58),

The sarnple v/as then split into tv¡o groups according to the field-
dependence-independence dimension as measured by the Childrents Embedded

Figures TesE (Karp & Konstadt, 1963). The criterion score (mean score for

age 9-10 year olds = 16.4) employed by trrlitkin et al.,(1971) was adapred for

dfviding retarded readers Ínto field-dependent and field-independent

Srou Ps .

For the 9 field-dependent retarded readers (4 male and 5 female)
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the mean chronological age r"ras 121.67 (SD = 6.8), the mean Stanford-Binet

Intelligence Test IQ was 708.22 (SD = 7 .996), and the mean reading grade

level was 2.BB (SO = .64).

The 9 field-independent retarded readers had a mean chronological

age of 118.89 (Sn = 6.772), a mean lQ of 109.33 (So = 6,782) and a mean

reading grade level 2.9 (SO = .55). (Screening test data for individual

!s may be found in Apperdix A. )

Control subjects were selected from the same school as the reading

retarded sample. The 18 Ss (9 male and 9 female) selecÈed as control

group met the same critería outlined for the retarded readers except that

they were required to have adequate reading skills (reading grade level

was required to be the same or above than the appropriate grade 1evel for

each subject). They were also selected so that the number of Ss within

each decile of Stanford-Binet IQ and within each year of age $/as proportion-

al to that of the sample of retarded readers.

The resulting sample of 18 control Ss had a mean chronological age

of 124.16 (SD = 6.767 ), a mean IQ of i10 (SD = 5.6L), and a mean reading

grade level of.5.4I (SO = .743). l.rlhen split at the mean criterion score

of the Childrenrs Embedded Figure Test into a group of field-dependent

control Ss and a group of field-independent controls, the field-independent

control group had a mean chronological age of L26.778 (SO = 5.718), a mean

IQ of 112 (S¡ = 5.196) and a mean grade level 5.7 (SD = .622). The fíeld-

dependent conÈrol group had a mean chronological age of LzI.556 (SO = 7.02),

a mean IQ of 108.44 (S¡ = 5.725), and a mean reading grade lpvel of 5.089

(SU = .742). (Screening test data for lndividual control subJects may be

found fn Appendlx A. )
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Ins t rument s

The Morse form of auditory-visual integration Ëest was employed

in this study. The auditory-visual (A-V) task of the test consists of

20 items preceded by 3 sanple or practice iËems. Each item of this form

consists of an auditory standard and three visual stimuli which served as

alternatives from which the standard was to be matched.
ì

Conversely, the twenty-item visual-auditory (V-A) version involved
l

a vÍsual standard and two auditory alternatives. Only two foils per item
iÌùere presented for this form in an aÈtempt to avoid excéssive demands

upon auditory memory.

The auditory stimulus was 900-Huze tone. The durat.ion of the two

auditory tones produced were 150 micro-seconds for the short stimulus, or

700 micro-seconds for the long stímulus with a 350 micro second interval

between groups of elements. These stirnrlus configurations vrere tape-

recorded.

The visual stinmli consisted of dots for short sounds and lines (1

cm length) representÍng long sounds. They were typed on 5 x B inch white

cards at a dístance of 0.3 cnr for dots and/or lines within a group. Each

visual standard (V-A form) and each set of visual alternatives (A-V form)

Lras typed on a separate card. (Stinn¡1us patterns are reproduced in

Appendix B)

Procedu re

Al1 forms of the test were administered to each subject individually

by the writer. A random half of the members of each group recefved the

A-V form ffrst, whfle the remafning half recelved the V-A form inltially.
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The experiment was conducted in a sma1l room in each of the two

elemenÈary schools. The S sat beside the Experimenter (g) so E could

easily show the stim.rlus card to S. If the A-V forrn was to be presented

first, E said: rrI am going to play beeps for you. First I will play a

few so that you will get used to hearing Ëhem. Your job then is just to

listen. Then I will pLay some more beeps and show you a card. It will

have three sets of dots and lines on it, like this. " (The E demonstrated

first card.) "Dots mean short sounds and lines mean long sounds. Now, I

rùant you to tell me whether what you heard is like the first, the second,

or the third set which you see. Do you understand?rr (p answered any

questions S asked. ) I'Nov/, you tell me what you are going to do."

Portíons of the instructions were repeated as necessary. The -q

r¡as asked to point to Ëhe sets of dots/1Ínes designated as t'fÍrstrr,

ttsecondrr, andttthirdrt, and told tottturn over the card when you have

finished, and put it here (E pointed).rr

If the V-A task r,ras Èo be presented f írst, E said: I'I am going Eo

play some beeps for you. First I will play a few so that you will get

used to hearing them. Then, I will shov¡ you a card. Take a good look at

it.rr The E demonstrated with the first card and continued. "After you have

had a look at the card, turn it over and put it away, I will play t\n¡o sets

of beeps. I want you to tell me whether what you saw is like the first or

the second set of beeps which you heard.rr During the three sample items,

E remlnded S of what he v/as required co do and prompted him if he forgot.

A sample iÈem was repeated íf S requested iÈ. After finls,hing the three

sample items and making sure that the S undersEood the task, I said: ttGood,

I think you understand what to do now. Now, you do the resËrr.
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PrÍor to the administratíon of Ëhe second form (eíther A-V or V-A)

E said:

ftThat was fine. Now, we are going to do it a little differently,rl

and proceeded to instruct S as to the nature of the remaining form,

whether A-V or V-4.

Testing time ran about 20 minutes per child. The score for each

S was his number of correct judgments.
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RESULTS

The independent variables in this study were reading 1eve1s and

eognitive styles and the dependent varÍable vTas cross-modal tasks. T\qo-

way analyses of variance were utilized for the statistical Ëreatment.

Table 1 shows the analysis of variance of cross-modal (A-V, V-A

eombined) task scores. As seen in Table 1, main effect of reading level

is significant, which confirms thaË reading leve1 has a sysËematic effect

on the performance of Ëhe cross-modal tasks.

TABTE 1

Analysis of Varíance of Cross-Modal (A-V, V-A) Task Scores

Source df Sum of Squares Mean of Squares

R

c

RxC

Error

I

1

1

32

342.2s0

110.250

2.250

620.222

342.2s0

110.2s0

2.2s0

L9.382

L7 .66**

5.69*

0.L2

Total 35 L07 4.972

^p < .05

ooP < .01.

Note: R=Readinglevel. C = Cognitive style.

Table 2 and 3 shows the analysis of varlance on V-A scores and A-V
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scores, respectively. As indicated by Tables 2 and 3, the main effects

of reading level were significant on both V-A and A-V tasks. These

results confírm Hypothesis 1, that is, that retarded readers will score

lower on auditory-visual, visual-auditory cross-moda1 tasks than normal

readers. 
t

I

TA3Ì.E 2 l,

ì

Analysis of Variance of V-A Task Score
l

Source df Sum of Squares Mean of Squares F

R 78.028

4.694

2.250

248.000

7 8.028

4.694

2.250

7 .750

10" 07i"*

0. 61

0.29

c

RxC

Error

1

32

Total 35 332.972

¿'p ( .05.

#p < .01.

FÍgure 1 shor,¡s thaÈ normal readers scored higher than retarded

readers in both A-V and V-A tasks.

Attention should be paid to the findÍng that for both normal and

retarded readers, the mean scores of V-A task are higher than the mean

scores of the A-V task. The significance of this will be discussed in the

next chapter.

Hypothesls 2, that field-dependent readers w1l1 score lower fn A-V
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Source

rABr+ 3

Analysis of Variance of A-V Task Score

df Sum of Squares Mean of Squares

R

c

RxC

Error

1

1

1

32

93.444

69.444

0. 000

286. 000

93.444

69.444

0.000

8.937

10. 46**

7 .77*r,

0.00

Total 448.889

4^p < .05.

&'^p < .01.

and V-A tasks than f ield-independent readers, \^/as partially confirmed, As

indicated in Table 1, the overall effect of cognitive sËyIe on the perform-

ance of cross-modal tasks (A-V, V-A combined) was significant at .05

level. However, the main effect of this variable failed to constitute

a significant variance on the V-A task (see Table 2) whereas it yielded

significant variance on the A-V task (see Table 3). Since cognitive

style showed a significant effect on the performance of A-V cross-modal

task, one way analysis of variance was carried out in order to determine

which group !üas influenced by cognitive style.

Table 4 and Table 5 show the analysis of variance of A-V

scores for field-dependent (F-D), field independent (F-I) retarded and

normal readers. As shown 1n Tab1e 4, cognitfve style prodlced no signf-

ftcant effect on A-V task performance âmong retarded readers, whlle ft

35
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TABIE 4

Analysis of Varíance of A-V Task Score for

Field-Dependent and Field- Independent Retarded Readers

Source df Sum of Squares Mean of Squares F

Between 1 34.722

f{ithin 16 L65.778

34.722 3.3s1

10.361

Total L7 200.500

Note: F = 4.49 is significant at .05 level.

showed a signÍficanË effect on A-V task performance among normal readers.

TABIE 5

Analysis of Variance of A-V Task Score for

Field-Dependent and Field- Independent Normal Readers

Source df Sum of Squares Mean of Squares F

Between I 34 "722 34.722

7.sL4

4.62r*

WiÈhin 16 120.222

Total L7 154.944

p ( .05"

As a whole, cognltive style did noË show a sysEematìc effect on V-A

task performance for both normal and retarded readers. It fnfluenced A-V
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task performance of normal readers but not of retarded readers.

Hypothesis 3, that interaction of reading level and cogni-

tive style will show significant effect on A-V and/or V-A task perform-

ances was not supported. As was noted in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3,

all interaction effects failed to achieve statistical signifícance.
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DÏSCUSS ION

The purpose of this study was to investigate

anong cognitive style (field-dependence-independence

modal transfer (auditory-vísual and visual-auditory

and reading ability.

the relaÈÍonships

dimension), cross-

íntegration ability)
I

I

I

The results of the present study supported the hypothesis that re-

tarded readers show lower scores in both A-V and V-A mat,ching tasks. It

is clear that regardless of whether a matching task involves a visual

standard (V-A task) or auditory standard (A-V task) the present sample of

reÈarded readers is deficient in their performance. One possible explan-

ation for this result is that there are defects in attenËion or in Ëhe

perceptual processes required to assimilate accurately the two (in V-A

task) or three (A-V task) stirmrli for subsequent matchíng. Another pos-

sible interpretation would be attributed to retarded readelrs' a more

general deficit which could act on a variety of skills necessary for ade-

quate matching task performance. One such general deficiË might be

anxíety aroused by the testing situations which could affecÈ a variety of

attentional, input, and memory processes. Because there are no measures

for anxiety in the present study apart from the performance

ft should be taken into consideratÍon in the future on studies of this

kind 
"

The results of this study are comparable Lo those of Bir'ch and

Bel.mont (1964), desplte cerÈain dffferences 1n procedure and stimulus

patterns, and suggest that the phenomenon they report fs somewhat a gen-
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eral one. That means regardless of whether the standard stimulus was

auditory or visual, and l¡hether the stinn¡lus pattern is different from

Birch and Belmontts original form or not, the ability ofthe retarded read-

ers to make comparisons betr¿een the auditory and visual stiuuJli was

significantly inferior to that of the normal readers on these tasks. Iühen

the mean percentages of correct responses of normal and retarded readers
ì

1n this study compared to Beery's (1967) results @e devised Birch and
i

Belmont's 10 item original A-V task into lengthened 2}-item A-V task and

then made íts V-A version), the close correspondence of ,tfre"e scores is
i

interesting. For retarded readers, the Ïowa (Beeryrs sample) and hlinnípeg

means for the A-V task were 52.3 and 50.42 per cent, respectively, and for

the control subjecËs they were both 70.3 per cent. For the V-A task, the

mean percentage of correct choices made by the Iowa and lJinnipeg retarded

readers were 76.4 and 70"28 per cent, respectively, as compared to 92.0

per cent for the lowa control group and 87.5 per cent for the control

group Ín thís study. Even though the differences of mean percentages

between retarded and normal readers are statistÍca11y significant for both

samples, the mean scores on V-A version of Gregoryrs task which \"tas em-

ployed in this study Ís generally lower than the Beeryrs V-A task for both

retarded and normal readers. However, iÈ could not be concluded at the

presenÈ time that Gregoryrs task is more difficult than Beeryts.

Of consÍderable interest is the findÍng that both normal and retard-

ed readerst mean scores on the V-A task is rn¡ch higher than the mean score

on the A-V task, which means a V-A cross-modal task might be eabier Ëhan

an A-V task for the subjecEs in both groups.

Thls findfng ls consistent r¿ith Kremenakrs (1965) study whlch
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shov¡ed that of the A-V, V-A cross-modal tasks, A-V tended to be more

difficult. Bartholomeus and Doehringts (1972) study also shov¡ed that

subjecËs performed better when the visual stiunrlus v¡as presented first.
Beery (7967 ) also found that the visual-auditory procedure was easÍer

than the auditory-vÍsua1 procedure for both retarded and normal readers,

even though the normal readers rÁrere excelling in both conditions. In

studies of visual-tactile matching (Milner & Bryant, IgTo), the easier

task was also the one with a visual standard. It is clear that visual

tasks were easier than auditory tasks and that cross-modal matches with

visual standard r¡rere easíer than those v¡ith auditory standard. These

fíndings seem to indicate that a difference exists in the manner in which

visual and auditory stírnu1i are stored and retrieved during V-A associa-

tion " Flavel1 (I97I) contends that vísual memory for words favored the

early inputs of a sequence (primary), whereas auditory memory favored the

later inputs (recency); retrieval of information increased with faster

auditory memory showing serial position interference effects, visual

memory did not; visual rnnemonic capacity vras extensive, auditory mnemonic

capacity was 1imÍted. Consequently, visual and auditory modalities should

be considered as a different information processing systems. The sequence

of nodality present.ations does affect the performance of cross-moda1

tasks.

This finding suggests thaË when teaching reading visual tasks

(i.e., letter, picture, etc"), associated wÍth their audÍtory counterpart

(1.e., sound) would be easier for students to store and retrieve the

fnformation than vfce versa. However, the reason why V-A matching tasks

are easier than A-V tasks should be answered in furËher study.
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Furthermore, findings in this study indicate that students differ

greatly in their abiliÈy to make cross-modal matchings. Some retarded

readers did beËter in an A-V matching task than a V-A task, and the same

Èhing happened with control subjects. Is it possible to assume that

modality preference (auditory versus visual) ínteracts with ínformational

demands to determine the pattern of differentiation or integraËion at

higher 1evels of cognitive processing? Do genetic factors or early

childhood experiences differentially bias or organize modality prefer-

ence? These questions cannot be ans¡¿ered from the present study. But it

is conceÍvable that r¿hen a child is instructed Ëo take the time to thÍnk,

when he hears verbal explanations (i.e., auditory), and when his own

verbal output receives serious consideration, selective reinforcemenË of

both the use of the auditory modality and a differentiating cogníËive

style are occurring. This might explain why Rudnick et al. (L972) and

Bryden (1972 ) with impoverished children and retarded readers, found

auditory-ternporal performance to be very poor, whereas Klapper and Birch

(L971), and Goldstone and Goldfarb (L966), with rniddle-class children,

found auditory-temporal skills t.o develop earlier and be more advanced

than visual-Ëemporal ski1ls "

Although uriddle-class children r¡/ere predominanÈly included in this

study, the social class of parents hras actually disregarded in subject

selection procedures, besides, the experimenËer did noÈ take into consid-

eration the subjects I modality preference. The experimental design and

subJect selectfon procedure rnight affect the result in this kind of

s tudy"

Sfnce cognltive style did not shov¡ a slgniflcant effect on V-A
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task perfornances for both normal and retarded readers, one may ask why

field-dependent subjects showed no difference in their performance on V-A

tasks to field-independent subjects. One may assume that the Childrenrs

Embedded Figure Test (CEFT), which assesses visual-perceptual abilityn in

a sense, would be more related to V-A matching ability than A-V ability.

Because of the nature of the administration procedure of the CEFT in which

the subject is directed to fÍnd the sinple figure from a complex visual

stímulus card, it may be easíly assumed that visual-auditory task uright

be more closely related to field-dependence, field-independence dimension

than auditory-visual cross-modal task. However, the above finding

showed a contrasting result to our cornmon assumptíon. One possible reason

is that as -vlas discussed before, the V-A task may be too easy to differ-

entiate fíeld-dependent subjects from field-Índependent subjects. Further

research is required to determÍne whether or not the cognitive style has

any relationship to V-A cross-modal matching ability.

The finding shows that field-dependence-independence dimension is

related to the A-V matching task performance of normal readers, buË not of

retarded readers. ore possible explanation for this result is that

retarded readers I CEFT score is generally lower than Ëhat of normal

readers (mean scores of CEFT are 15.056 and 18.389, respectÍvely, see

Appendix A). Retarded readers whose CEFT scores were above 17 fell into

field-Índependent sub-group. This mean score of. L7 (for age range 9 - l0

years) was adopted according to trIitkÍn et alrs. (1971) standardization

study to differentiate field-dependence-independence. Probabf¡i tne lower-

scored field-independence might not play as ¡m.¡ch crfÈical role on cross-

modal matchfng performance as hlgher-scored fleld-lndependence. Thts
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means that the criterion score which determines subjects t field-dependenee-

lndependence should be reconsidered in future study.

Horrever, these findings in the present study appear relevant to

instructional and curricular aspects of classroom programs as well as to

psychoeducaÈiona1 evaluation. Koegh (I972) has proposed that school
I

psychologists broaden their testing repertoire to include childrenrs

problem solving strategies as test daËa. After investigating A-V inte-
IgråtÍon skills and readíng success as they are related to one demographic

feature of a school, Reilly (1972) suggests Ëhat the te4ching of auditory-

vÍsual integration skills should be emphasized prior to the teaching of

reading, perhaps at the pre-school level. He added that screening students r

A-V integration skills prior to teaching reading might provide an addÍtional

índex of readiness for reading. Ilhile it is unrealistic to expect teachers

to assess learning-disabled children with A-V cross-modal matching tasks

or formal tests of field-dependence-independence, it is reasonable to

exPect teachers to be sensitive to possible individual differences in

PercePËua1 styles and modality preferences. Specifically, teachers may

well observe and note chí-Hrents selection and organization of stí¡nuli in

a learning situation, and their modes and speed of decision-making and

response. Such characteristics are definitely interrelated with the

learning task. Assessment of how a child approaches and attempts to solve

a learning task, Èhe kind of information he uses, how he organizes ít,

v¡hich modalíty he prefers to use, hls attention span and his anxiety leve1

when he faces " OtoOlem-solving situatlon, may provide crltical informa-

tfon for development of remedial programs. Field-dependence-independence

and cross-modal matching abllfty appear promlsing constructs in broadenlng
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range of factors of Índividual difference which is considered import-

in the educational setting.

The present study Ís 1l¡oited in several respects. only children

from grade four and five were included, and these v/ere of predominantly

nÍddle-c1ass background as discussed previously. Future studies should

Ínclude a rmrch wider age range and populations that are more heterogene-

ous l¡iÈh respect to social-culturaI background. Furthermore, this study

could have been improved by using several test measures for each con-

struct. For example, such tests as the Rod-and-Frame-Test and Human

Fígure Drawing Test. could be used to assess field-dependence-independence

Susmary

This study vTas designed to investigaËe the relationshíps among

cognitive style, cross-modal transfer and reading abíliËy. The two broad

questÍons to be answered r¿ere:

1. Wíll retarded readers show inferior performance in A-V, V-A

integration tasks than normaL readers?

2. I^1i11 cognitive style affect the performance in an A-V and V-A

integration task? That is, will field-dependent chíldren show deficiencies

Ín visual-audÍtory and auditory-visual matching ability?

The following hypotheses hrere set forth for investigation.

Hypothesis 1. Retarded readers v¡il1 score lower on auditory-visual

cross-modal tasks than normal readers.

Hypothesis 2. Ffeld-dependent readers will score lower in auditory-

visual, vlsual-audiÈory cross-modal tasks Èhan field-lndepend"rrt r.ud"r..

Hypothesls 3. The effect of fnteractlon between cognltive style

and reading level w111 be sfgnificant.
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lwo cross-modal tasks (A-V and V-A) were presented individually to

each of 18 retarded readers and an equal nurnber of control subjects. Both

groups were subdivided at the mean criterion score of the Childrenrs

Embedded Figure Test into a Field-dependent and Field-Independent subgroup.

The results supported Hypothesis I and partially supporËed Hypo-

thesis 2, but did not support Hypothesis 3.

Findings from the present study offer support for the Hypothesis of

Bírch and Belmont (L964) that the ability to make accurate A-V judgments

is one specific psychological factor underlying learning to read. The

fact that quite a number of children ¡vho are retarded in reading did

poorly on the A-V and V-A cross-modal tasks suggests that the ability to

match between auditory/vísual modalÍty and visual/auditory modality may

be one of the several factors that contribute to successful reading.
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S No.

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
Rl0
Rl1
R12
Rl3
RI4
Rl5
Rl6
Rl7
RI8

Retarded Readers

131
115
113
123
128
113
IT4
TL7
r16
129
L24
130
T12
IL7
128
L24
r14
L77

Stanford
IQ

Control VariabLes and Screenfng Data

108
105
119
IL4
119
1r0
100
106
103
103
118
LL4
100
103
TI7
100
r02
TL7

Reading
GradeJ"*

3.4(s)
2.7 (4)
2.e(4)
3.6(s)
3.s(s)
2.7 (4)
1. B(4)
2.8(4)
2 .7 (4)
3.4( s )
2.e(s)
3.8(s )
r.6(4)
2.8(4)
2.8(s )
3.4(s )
2.8(4)
2.4(4)

CEFT

X = 120.278
SD = 6.737

I9
T7
L7
I7
1B
L7
T7
L9
L7
10
L4
I4
11
11
I2
11
15
15

Sex

M

M

M

F
F
M

F
M

I{
F
M

M

F
F
M

F
¡f
F

S No.

ú
Chronological age given 1n months.

**
The number in the brackeË is actual grade pi_acement.

C1
c2
C3
C4
C5
c6
c7
C8
c9
cl0
cl1
CL2
c13
cL4
c15
c16
CT7
C1B

108. 78

7 .22

Control Subjects

r25
118
r32
130
131
134
120
L29
L22
r22
I22
Lt2
133
131
113
L20
122
119

Stanford
IQ

2.9
.58

105
116
118
r07
120
IL2
109
113
108
105
110
108
118
103
110
105
101
116

Read ing
Grade#

15.056

2.96

s.4(5 )
s.3(4)
6. B(s )
s.4(s )
6. 4(s )
6.2(s)
4. B(4)
s.7(s)
s .6(4)
4 .0(4)
s.o(4)
4.8(4)
6.8(s)
5.4(s )
4.8(4)
s.0(4)
s.o(4)
s.0(4)

CEFT Sex

X = 124.167

SD = 6.767

24
19
23
22
20
24
23
24
23
11
74
10
16
15
15
16
16
16

F
11

M

l"f

F
M

M

F
It
F
F
M

F
F
M

F
M

F

LI}.22 5.47
s. 61 .74

18. 389

4.63

s
00
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a

c

a-

StlmuLus Patterns A-V Forur

o

a

ao

o

(rloC.

aa

A

B

.c

1_

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

c.

a

óa

tr.

L2

13

L4

15

16

L7

18

19

20



Stfmul-us PatEerns V-A Form

Audf t,orv Al-ternatlves

a-"

l'l

oa_

SÈandard Stlmulf

oo

A

B

c

t
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

13

L4

15

t6
L7

18

19

20
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S No.

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
Rl0
RI1
Rl2
Rl3
Rl4
Rl5
Rl6
Rl7
Rl8

Retarded Readers

A-v

Raw Scores of A-V, V-A task

v-A S No.

Control Subjects

A-v

15
L4
19
L6
18
L4
15
L6
T2
13
11

6
I6
13
16
15
T4
10

T4
I2
T6
15
I
9

13
T2
10

9
9
I
6

13
2

T2
13
13

19
L2
L9
t7
13
11
10
13
18
16
13
16

9
I7
16
L7
15
11

c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
c9
c10
c11
cI2
cl3
cL4
c15
c16
cL7
c18

V-A

20
L7
20
20
13
20
20
19
T4
T4
18
19
18
t6
T7
16
18
16

Scores are nusiber of correcÈ trials.


